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Warning
Calibrate 3D before using fall detection.
Fallen person must be fully, clearly visible in the image to be detected.
Intended for low traffic environments.
Define floor, exclude sitting areas.
To be used as an aid only and not to replace human supervision.

1. Overview
The AiDANT Care application developed by AiDANT.ai is an AXIS ACAP application that can be used to monitor a room and notify the user if a
patient has left their bed or fallen. This application can be installed into any AXIS camera with a DLPU processor.

2. Glossary
AI Threshold

A value which controls how selective we want to be in identifying a
person.

Calibration Markers

Colorful circles used to calibrate 3D.

Calibration Pattern

A physical chessboard pattern supplied by AiDANT as a mat to
facilitate the calibration. The side of the whole mat including all
margins around the chessboard is 1.94 x 1.61 meters.

Calibration Posts

White lines indicating the perpendicular 3D direction from the floor.

Floor

A user defined area where people are analyzed for falling. The head of
the person must be in the floor area to be included.

Exclusion Area

A user defined area where people are not analyzed for falling. The hea
d of the person must be in the exclusion area to be excluded.

3. Requirements
In order to run the AiDANT Care application, you will need:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

An AXIS camera with a DLPU chip and a non-fisheye lens.
Update the AXIS camera firmware to the latest version.
Purchase a license from AiDANT.
Download and extract (unzip) the eap application file through the link https://downloads.aidant.online/.
The minimum Pixel Per Foot requirements are: 20 PPF.
Important! Camera positioning: The camera needs to be positioned in such a way that it can see as much of the human body as possible.

4. Installation
Once all the requirements are satisfied, please do the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Access the camera through any web browser.
Go to Settings->Apps .
Click on Add and install the .eap application file.
Click on AiDANT Care and install the license key file provided to you.

5. Main Controls

The ‘AI Threshold’ field can be modified to indicate how selective we want to be in identifying a person (i.e. the higher the number, the more
discriminate it becomes to determine if an object on the screen is a person and the less positives that we will have). A value of 0.30 is the
default as it minimizes false positives and increases true positives for detection.
Press the ‘Help’ button to open the user guide.
Press the ‘Update’ button to save your configuration changes.

Beds Module
Select ‘Detect patient out of bed’ to enable module.
The ‘Beds’ controls enable or disable beds, for a maximum of three.
Press the ‘Reset Area’ button when in ‘Beds’ module to restore all beds to their default positions.
If a patient leaves the bed a notification will be sent. Use the ‘Alert After’ controls to set the time before an alert is sent.
In case that more than one bed is monitored, any patient out of bed will generate the event notification.
Fall Module
IMPORTANT: The 3D calibration must be performed accurately to detect falls.
Select ‘Detect fallen persons’ to enable module.
Press the ‘Reset Calibration’ button when in ‘Falls’ module to restore all calibration markers to their default positions.
Press the ‘Reset Area’ button when in ‘Falls’ module to restore all exclusion areas to their default positions.
Use ‘Show calibration markers’ to show or hide the calibration markers and posts.
Use the control points radio buttons to add or remove control points to floor area.
3D Calibration
This is required when enabling the fall detection module, and must be performed when the camera is repositioned or zoomed in-out.
Camera web interface: Image, Enable 'Barrel distortion correct (BDC)'.
Exclude non-floor and sitting areas (head must be inside exclusion to exclude person).
If you have a calibration pattern:
Place it in the center of the viewport and click 'Find Pattern' to find it.
Otherwise:
Place markers on floor in a rectangular shape.
Measure rectangle width and height.
Place colorful control points on floor markers.
Enter width and height in edit boxes.
Press "Update" (the green checkmark button).
If the calibration is correct, the white calibration posts should be stemming from each calibration marker circle and they should be vertical in real
world. Their real world height will be excatly one meter.
The following image shows the calibration mat (optional). Pressing “Find Pattern” will place the colorful circles inside the chessboard and also
populate 1.2x0.75 meter values for width and height.

TIP: Another alternative, manual calibration using the mat. If you wish to use the mat for a manual calibration, position the markers at the
corners of the mat (not inside the chessboard), and enter 1.80x1.37 meter values for width and height.
TIP: Pattern not recognized due to glare. If there is a glare or light reflection on the mat, the pattern might not be found by the system. If this
happens, turn off the lights in the room and try again.
If you don’t have acces to a mat follow this procedure:

TIP: If installing a few cameras, it is recommended to use a rug or another rectangular flat object of known dimensions and postion on the floor
instead of plastic cones or similar. Contact AiDANT support for details about AiDANT calibration mats.
Overlays Module
You can chose to display the detections as an overlay in a camera video stream by clicking “Include detection overlays in this video stream”
and selecting the desired stream.
You can chose to anonymize the detections as an overlay in a camera video stream by clicking “Include anonymization overlays in this video
stream” and selecting the desired stream.
Please remember to save your changes by pressing the ‘Update’ button (the green checkmark).

Colors
The skeletons will appear in different colors in the viewport.
Gray means ignored, not analyzed, as heasd not in floor area.
Yellow means person standing.
Green means person in bed.
White means person sitting.
Orange meands person on floor momentarily.
Red means person has fallen.

6. Event Triggering
To setup event triggering:
1. Go to System->Events.
2. Click on + under Rules and select ‘Fall Detected’ or ‘Patient Out of Bed’ under the Condition field.
3. Fill in the Name field and select an Action.
IMPORTANT: The condition “Video Stream Inaccessible“ should be configured to receive a notification in case that the camera video
stream is not available anymore, eg: If the camera orientation changed.
Always restart the application when modifying image parameters such as orientation or resolution!

7. VAPIX
Use the following commands to change settings remotely.
(Note: If the web UI does not reflect VAPIX command, please refresh (F5) browser)
Enable or disable patient out of bed:
[IP]/local/aidant_care/cgi/work.cgi?action=enable_patient_out_of_bed
[IP]/local/aidant_care/cgi/work.cgi?action=disable_patient_out_of_bed
Enable or disable specific beds:

[IP]/local/aidant_care/cgi/work.cgi?action=enable_bed_1
[IP]/local/aidant_care/cgi/work.cgi?action=disable_bed_1
[IP]/local/aidant_care/cgi/work.cgi?action=enable_bed_2
[IP]/local/aidant_care/cgi/work.cgi?action=disable_bed_2
[IP]/local/aidant_care/cgi/work.cgi?action=enable_bed_3
[IP]/local/aidant_care/cgi/work.cgi?action=disable_bed_3
Enable or disable fall detection:
[IP]/local/aidant_care/cgi/work.cgi?action=enable_fall_detection
[IP]/local/aidant_care/cgi/work.cgi?action=disable_fall_detection

8. Troubleshooting
The application log can be accessed through the Apps/AiDANT Care page.
Please contact AiDANT Technical Support if you have any questions or comments.
If you see an error saying “AI Error”, please check your Camera Web Interface/Image/Orientation, and confirm you are not in “Auto” mode.
Select correct orientation and restart AiDANT Care.
AXIS Camera Text Overlays: If using the Axis Camera Text Overlays, please be aware that only one event will be shown as an overlay. If
using “Patient Out of Bed” and also “Fall Detection”, only one message will be displayed at any given time.
Bed count out of sync: The numbers on the bottom left of the viewport represent the bed occupancy. For example, “Beds at 1, 1, 0” means
that there is one patient in bed 1 and one patient in bed 2. If these number get out of sync, please unchech “Detect Patient Out of Bed” and
check again, to reset the occupancy count.
Copyright Aidant.ai 2022: This application and documentation, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended client.
Any unauthorized use or distribution is prohibited. Please contact info@aidant.ai for additional information.

